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by Paris tailors. He lodged in fine apartments. The * physiog-
nomist * Lavater said that Cagliostro had a face such as was
only to be seen once in a century. He was a furious gambler
for heavy stakes, and frequently lost. He professed to take
no fees for his medical and prophetic services, and to accept
no presents; if a too-grateful client pressed a gift upon him
he gave a better one in return. He had certainly no funds of
his own, and he must, surreptitiously, have received enormous
sums, probably from foolish women whose youth he was to
renew with elixirs, and from crapulous old roues who also had
faith in his magic potions and Egyptian incantations. Where
one may lose two may gain; and Countess Seraphina may
have accepted gifts which the husband refused. Anyhow, they
lived, and lived well, while his old mother and his widowed
sister were found by the inquisitive Goethe (in his Italian
journey in 1787) living in a single room at the top of a wretched
stair in Palermo.
Casanova is a different kind of scoundrel from Cagliostro,
though the two crossed each other's path at least once; and
Casanova for a time practised some of the Cagliostro quackery.
He was not, however, completely worthless, for he had talent,
and was capable of sustained work, otherwise he could never
have written those twelve volumes (or six, in the more compact
edition) of memoirs. The Prince de Ligne, in his own Memoires,
includes Casanova, along with Frederick the Great, Louis XV,
Potemkin, Beaumarchais, Crebillon, d'Alembert, and Hasse,
among the interesting people that he had known. Casanova's
trades were various—secretary, soldier, violinist. He earned
a living by one or other form of service; and even in the last
years of his life found a patron who gave him wages, board,
and lodging in return for his services as librarian. He was
known in every capital of Europe, and was disliked in. them
all; for though he was witty and amusing he was greedy, cun-
ning, and vicious. He was very little use to anybody, but good
health, quick wits, and adaptability enabled him to pass from
city to city finding something to do in each, until sheer disgust
or some particularly bad scandal drove him out. His long life,

